
Eagle Lake Rt 74 water- Meeting, Petition and
reply

From: rolf tiedemann (camptouchstone@yahoo.com)

To: camptouchstone@yahoo.com

Date: Friday, May 20, 2022, 11:45 AM EDT

As mentioned, by me, in a previous email, I offered to share
information given to me about the Eagle Lake Rt74 water
issue.

Two residents shared the information below with me in the
past couple of days. There comments are as they wrote them.
Again I'm only the messenger. Your email contact information
to get this to you will not be shared, and last, sorry, our data
base does not filter for those not on RT74. I do not have any
contact information for those on Chilson Hill.

for any comments please direct them to the Town Supervisor.

If you have factual information that you feel needs  to be
shared with EL residents, write up a request and send it to
me. My schedule is full, so any sharing will be as time
permits.

First share is about a planed up coming town meeting,
as well as some comments that were shared in
confidence about suspected costs



Second is a petition that has been posted in town
relating to water quality, along with a question by the
person who shared it, to Ti Supervisor Mark Wright.
(per my phone call to one vendor 5/20/2022 who is
named at the end of the petition it is available at their
location)
Third is the reply from Supervisor Wright to that
question.
Last -I've added at the end a link that gives a brief
explanation of what water hardness means

Thank you for those that shared this and also to those sent a
note of appreciation for the previous email

Rolf
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The Town has announced a special Board meeting for
Thursday. May 26th to discuss

the Gooseneck water system.  Per the announcement the
agenda is to include the results

of the recent survey request (the worse survey questionnaire
ever!!) and other information.

It is scheduled from 8:30am to 9:30am

 

I will be attending the meeting.



 

Some information was passed onto me.  The way the person
passed it to me lends me to

believe that maybe I should not disclose this person. 
However, I had worked with this person

on the water system in the past and have full faith in the
person and in the information presented.

 

1. The es�mated cost to complete the project has gone
from $8.5 to over $16.0 million.  If it was

not  affordable at $8.5, how will it be affordable at
$16.0 million?
 

2. The town was suppose to submit the MPR to the
State Comptroller for his approval.  The Town,

as of yet has not done so because of the concern of
the net cost at the $8.5 million. 
 

3. If the Town proceeds with any type of water district,
the district will probably only include those

proper�es on Chilson Hill and not include those
proper�es on Eagle Lake.  He did not disclose
where the end of service would be.
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I believe that the source of this document is Bill Grinell.  It is in
all of the latest Sun community paper and also distributed at
various local locations.  (editors note see locations at end of
page 2)  I’m am forwarding so it can be shared amongst our
Eagle lake property owners. 
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Hi xxxxxxx, 

Respond in what way? Using Gooseneck is
not allowed unless fixed which is more
cost prohibitive than the current
engineering solution. That info is not new.
I know people don't want to hear or
believe this but that does not change the
facts. AES and DOH are not lying as
Grinnell states. The Board addressed this
last petition Thursday at the board
meeting. Not long ago I asked Bill Grinnell
if I could get a municipal well system up
there for $3-4M if they would accept that.
It would require a district. He said no. No
flexibility. Gooseneck or nothing and
never a district unless he can merge
Chilson/EL into a current water district to
lower the costs and even then it has to
use Gooseneck. I continue to seek
funding for a water system as I reported
today on my post. I get the whole issue
and the town has been trying to find a
solution but it's a two way street.

Respond in what way? Using Gooseneck is
not allowed unless fixed which is more
cost prohibitive than the current
engineering solution. That info is not new.
I know people don't want to hear or



believe this but that does not change the
facts. AES and DOH are not lying as
Grinnell states. The Board addressed this
last petition Thursday at the board
meeting. Not long ago I asked Bill Grinnell
if I could get a municipal well system up
there for $3-4M if they would accept that.
It would require a district. He said no. No
flexibility. Gooseneck or nothing and
never a district unless he can merge
Chilson/EL into a current water district to
lower the costs and even then it has to
use Gooseneck. I continue to seek
funding for a water system as I reported
today on my post. I get the whole issue
and the town has been trying to find a
solution but it's a two way street.

For a brief explanation of water hardness
see

Hardness of Water | U.S. Geological Survey

https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/hardness-water
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/hardness-water


Hardness of Water | U.S. Geological Survey
In scientific terms, water hardness is generally the amount
of dissolved calcium and magnesium in water. But in ...

https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/hardness-water

